Pause, reflect, enjoy the ephemeral;  
Celebrate transient delights.  
Bask in the soft splendors;  
Quietly welcome resplendent renewal.  
Future unknown, adventures yet to be;  
Foster gratitude for the fleeting now,  
Open to tackle tasks still to come.

Take life one moment at a time;  
Enjoy the nourishing morsels.  
Relax and renew, still –  
Ever alert and ready –  
Prepare and plan for the next.  
Future courses unknown,  
Adventures to be experienced;  
Foster the fleeting now,  
Tackle the tasks yet to be.

In serene stillness new colors emerge;  
Replacing the greens of summer’s fullness;  
Reflecting in muted subtle splendor;  
Creating an elegant tapestry of nature;  
Complementing and complimenting;  
Offering thanks for transient bounties.

Midst the turbulent times and tides;  
A firm haven for refuge and respite;  
Quiet moments gratefully welcomed;  
Reflecting on the past, now done;  
Renewing the spirit for the paths to come.